As a test of the chiral properties of the improved Asqtad (staggered fermion) action, we have been measuring the topological susceptibility as a function of quark masses for 2 + 1 dynamical flavors. We report preliminary results, which show reasonable agreement with leading order chiral perturbation theory for lattice spacing less than 0.1 fm. The total topological charge, however, shows strong persistence over Monte Carlo time.
INTRODUCTION
The cost of lattice simulations increases dramatically as the lattice spacing is decreased. Improvement programs seek to avoid these costs by reducing lattice artifacts at larger lattice spacing. Whether lattice artifacts are successfully reduced depends on the observable. The staggered fermion Asqtad action [1] is designed to remove O(a 2 ) lattice artifacts at tree level, resulting in an improved flavor symmetry and better chiral properties [1, 2] . However, the Asqtad quarkgluon vertex is not as smooth as that of the more elaborate HYP action [3] and zero modes are not treated as rigorously as with the more expensive domain wall and overlap actions. Through a rougher vertex, quark propagation might be influenced by small instanton-like dislocations, and with imprecise zero modes, at small quark mass the fermion determinant may fail to suppress ad- * Presented by C. DeTar.
equately configurations with nonzero topological charge.
TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY
A good test of the effectiveness of zero mode suppression is the identity in chiral perturbation theory [4] relating the susceptibility of the topological charge to the light quark masses
where
For three flavors with m u = m d we write the susceptibility as
showing that it vanishes linearly in the square of the pion mass in the chiral limit. Shown in Figs link staggered fermion action [3, 5, 6] , suggesting that at a lattice spacing a < 0.1 fm the chiral prediction 2 is reasonably well satisfied as far as testing was possible. More recently, as shown in Fig. 2 the relation was tested in simulations with dynamical HYP fermions at a = 0.17 fm with a dramatic improvement over thin-link, but suggesting that even here a smaller lattice spacing is needed [7] .
MEASUREMENT
We have measured the topological charge on an ensemble of 20 3 × 64 (a = 0.13 fm) and 28 3 × 96 (a = 0.09 fm) gauge configurations generated in the presence of 2 + 1 flavors of Asqtad dynamical quarks of varying masses. The charge is obtained by integrating the topological charge density, defined as an approximation to F a µνF a µν /32π 2 . As usual, prior to measuring the topological charge, it is necessary to smooth the gauge configurations to remove short wavelength fluctuations. Smoothing was done with a series of hypercubic blocking sweeps [8] . This method seeks to achieve a smooth configuration with a minimal distortion of the topological structures [6] . Accordingly we take as few smoothing sweeps as necessary, and find that the susceptibility is constant within errors after from one to six such sweeps. The improved cooling technique gave similar values of Q [9] .
Results are shown in Fig. 3 . Evidently, the Asqtad action, like the conventional staggered action, requires a lattice spacing less than approximately 0.1 fm to obtain reasonably good agreement with leading order chiral perturbation theory.
PERSISTENCE OF TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE
A particularly noteworthy feature of our measurements is the persistence of the total topological charge. Time histories for two light quark masses are shown in Fig. 4 . This phenomenon has been noted for the conventional staggered fermion action [10] and appears to be rather more pronounced for Asqtad with a better gauge action at comparable lattice spacing and pion mass, but in our case worse for the heavier light quark. In both cases the R algorithm is used in the updating process. For the pure gauge theory, overrelaxation plus heatbath updating decorrelates rapidly.
CONCLUSIONS
Our preliminary findings are that the Asqtad action, like the conventional staggered fermion action, requires a lattice spacing less than approximately 0.1 fm to give reasonably good chiral behavior for the topological susceptibility. However, in connection with a small step-size updating algorithm, the action gives strong persistence of the topological charge. We are investigating the implications of these results.
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